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Abstract: In this paper, a new design of permanent magnet linear synchronous motor (PMLSM) for electromagnetic launcher system (EMLs) has been investigated in terms of the requisite amount of average launching thrust force and thrust force ripple minimization through finite element method. EMLs are a kind of technology used to develop thrust force and launch heavy loads with different applications including military, aerospace, and civil applications. A linear motor as a major part of the system plays a substantial role in this application providing sufficient load launch force. Cogging force and its mitigation techniques are principle challenges in linear motor operation leading to thrust ripples and detrimental effects on positioning precision and dynamic performance of the moving part. In the proposed design, some modifications have been made in the conventional PMLSM structure. Semi-closed slot construction is used for the primary and the pole shoes width has been changed to access minimum thrust ripple value. In order to attain further optimization in PMLSM’s thrust ripple profile, some other modifications have been considered in PM’s shape as arc-shaped magnetic poles. The latter assists to enforce air gap flux density distribution as sinusoidal as possible, and makes further ripple reduction. The results exhibit that the proposed structure has low weight and it is more economical compared to conventional PMLSM with rectangular shape magnet. In addition, the Average thrust force and ripple are improved providing suitable thrust force for throwing the load.
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1 Introduction

To select a drive for EMLs application, there are two choices including linear induction motor and PMLSM. The linear induction machine with nonmagnetic secondary has a high magnetizing current and low power factor because of large air gap [1]. It needs high power inverter for supplying. On the other side, PMLSM does not have these drawbacks but needs expensive rare earth permanent magnets and some problems in permanent magnet demagnetization [2-4]. Due to their high efficiency, compact and simple mechanical structure, high thrust-to-current ratio, fast dynamic response, high power density, and easy maintenance and controllability [5-6], PMLSMs are appropriate for electromagnetic launcher systems. Additionally, these advantages of PMLSMs in EML have enabled it to supplant the steam catapult system that has large and heavy structure, tendency to unnecessarily overstress the airframe and operate without feedback control with low efficiency [7-9].

Cogging force and its reduction methods are one of the principal challenges in the linear PM motors operation. The cogging force, caused by the attraction force between permanent magnets and stator, produces the thrust ripples and harmful effects on positioning precision and dynamic performance and should be
minimized for linear motor precise and stable operation [10-12].

Up to now, different methods have been proposed for decrease of the motor thrust ripple in order to enhance the PM motors efficiency. A method in [12] is proposed in which proper phase set shift is adopted, and then the summation of each cogging force component can be decreased. As the adopted shift angle become larger, the phase current for each set differs from exact angle and position in this case leads to reduction in the thrust force. Moving node techniques by using optimization algorithm and considering PM’s dimension and air gap length as optimization variables is another method which could not have impressive impact on thrust ripple reduction due to restricted range of varied design parameters in machine topology [13-15].

Slotless core of the PMLSM’s structure as another approach is considered to have a lower thrust ripple compared with slotted types. However, the air-gap flux density of a slotless motor is lower than that of a slotted one. For the EML system, high thrust requirement absolutely has a crucial role. Therefore, it could not be a reasonable selection for the electromagnetic launcher purpose [16-18]. The modular stator structure, which can be obtained by considering flux gaps into every stator tooth, could mitigate the resultant cogging torque consequently the torque ripple will be reduced if the flux gap width is chosen properly [22]. Another technique uses restraining force of electromagnetic damping-spring system and tuned viscoelastic damper that offsets the ripple force to decrease the thrust ripple that could not be the rational method because high acceleration value and launching thrust force are required [20, 21].

The other method is the Modular PM Pole Technique. In this model, the pole consists of three or more magnet pieces with different types and specifications so that the central part of the pole experiences a more intensive magnetic field with respect to the pole ends. However, it has two drawbacks. One is complex magnetization system and procedure that is expensive and time consuming and the other is the use of PM material that is not fully utilized in the pole ends [22-25]. Divided PM poles and asymmetric PM poles has also been presented in some literature. These methods suffer from reduction in the thrust force and non-uniform air gap, respectively. The last method is to use the Halbach magnetized topology. This method needs many magnet pieces with different size and direction of magnetization. Thus, it uses excessive amount of PM material, leading to a high production cost.

In this paper, a new design of PMLSM has been introduced and its performance is examined by finite element method in terms of the average thrust force and thrust force ripple. In proposed structures, the semi-closed slot construction has been used for primary structure of PMLSM. Moreover, the width of optimum pole shoe has been investigated to access minimum ripple. In order to establish a sinusoidal distribution of the air gap flux density, the arc-shaped magnetic poles are used in the secondary part of the PMLSM. Considering enough thrust force for the launcher, the motor radius and arc angle of permanent magnet are optimized to minimize the ripple.

2 Electromagnetic Launcher System

Electromagnetic catapults are comprised of power source, power conditioning, launch motor, and closed-loop control subsystems all are shown in Fig. 1.

The applied power to the power conditioning subsystem is converted into a variant-frequency, variant-voltage power for supplying the linear motor. The linear motor, which is the main part of electromagnetic launchers, produces high thrust force to accelerate the shuttle along the launch route until the purposed weight can be thrown. The motors used in the electromagnetic catapult systems are linear induction motors or linear permanent magnet motors. Permanent magnet linear motors are more popular due to high power factor and do not need high power inverter to supply. The position sensors for closed-loop control are used in primary segments in order to determine the location of mover to supply just the windings that is involved at the time. The current sensors are also used in the closed-loop control to obtain the primary current in order to send controlling signals to the power conditioning [26-27].

If a typical launch of an object using electromagnetic launcher is considered, a mass of $m$ has to be accelerated from 0m/s to a final velocity $v_f$ m/s along the length $l_f$ of the launch track by applying the linear motor force ($F$). Therefore, the mechanical system can be modeled as follows [2, 26, 28]:

$$F = \frac{mv_f^2}{2l_f} \quad (1)$$

$$a = \frac{v_f^2}{2l_f} \quad (2)$$
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A double-sided PMLSM with blade shuttle structure is studied in this paper. The main dimensions and specifications of the motor are listed in Table 1. For simplicity, a schematic of single-sided structure of the motor with a pair of PMs is shown in Fig. 2.

Considering the double-sided structure of the PMLSM and its symmetry relative to the x-axis, all dimensions and components of the produced force at one edge are identical with the same values at the other edge. The horizontal force components of both edges are in the same direction (direction of projectile motion). The sum of these components determines thrust force of the linear motor. In return step, the vertical force components of each edge are in opposite direction of each other. The components of the opposing force ideally neutralize each other and prevent the moving part from deviating to one side and an asymmetrical occurrence in the air gap.

3.1 Design of Magnetic Circuit

Due to the different magnetizing directions of permanent magnet poles on both edges of the linear synchronous motor, there are two types of magnetic circuit include of the series and parallel magnetic circuits as shown in Fig. 3 [29]. In this paper, the series magnetic circuit is applied for the proposed motor because of larger thrust force and smaller thrust ripple of this type.

3.2 Primary Structure and Winding Requirements

Considering a typical plane weight of 24×10^3kg which is launched along 100m length of the runway and must be speeded up from 0m/s to the final takeoff velocity 100m/s along with 2000kg of the maximum active secondary weight, the total thrust force of 1.3MN is required using (1). The primary side of the proposed motor has a slotted structure that the three-phase distributed winding with range of 18kA are applied to the stator slots to obtain the desired total thrust force.

\[ \Delta = \frac{2f}{v/f} \]  

where \( F \) is the motor repulsion force, \( a \) is a constant acceleration and \( \Delta \) is the launch time.

These conductors occupy a cross section of 15×40mm in each slot that only fills 60% of the slot’s space. In this case, the current density in each slot should be 30A/mm^2. This leads to the total copper losses of 2MW for the whole launcher system. The motor power is typically considered as 60MW then the copper losses represent only 4% of the input power.

It should be mentioned that the launching process lasts approximately two seconds. In addition, the vertical component of magnetic flux density in the magnets with 18kA current is never below 0.4T in the direction of magnetization [8]. Considering magnetic characteristics of the permanent magnet utilized in this paper, it can be mentioned that the intrinsic coercive force of the magnet is greater than 1600kA/m at 100°C (working magnet temperature) and the remnant magnetic-flux density at 20°C is 1.15T. Whilst the permanent magnets experience maximum amount of demagnetization (614kA/m), this will not be an issue.

The currents of primary winding with the frequency of \( f \) produce a synchronous traveling magnetic field. The relationship between the synchronous velocity of the moving part of the launcher and frequency is as follows

\[ v = 2f \tau \]  

where \( \tau \) and \( v \) are defined as the pole pitch and synchronous velocity of the moving part respectively [30].

Geometry parameters of the PMLSM design are shown in Fig. 2 and summarized in Table 1. Considering 150mm for pole pitch length as in (4), the current of distributed winding in primary slots will be able to produce a magnetic field with the frequency of 333Hz in the primary. It can move at the speed of 100m/s along the primary structure of the motor in direction of the shuttle’s displacement.
3.3 Shuttle Configuration

The structures used in the electromagnetic launcher shuttle consist of two types of blades and inverted U shuttle, as shown in Fig. 4. In the inverted U structure, the shuttle covers a central primary structure with two rows of permanent magnets while in the blade structure the shuttle is placed between two lateral stationary parts. The blade structure allows the lightest possible shuttle which is more appropriate for EMLS application. The double-sided stator also has very good thermal paths.

For the pole pitch of 150mm, a 3m shuttle length would involve 20 poles of Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) magnets supported in a composite structure of the secondary. In order to withstand high stress on PMs by demagnetization effect and high amount of acceleration in linear motors, some special mechanical supports and structures are used which include special metalworking process to harness the PMs. Having gone through some tension experimental tests to evaluate PMs’ durability under predicted circumstances, permanent magnet materials are formed accurately to place in desired position and are fixed with mechanical connection.

The magnet thickness is determined by two factors. One is the minimum feasible air gap and the design requirements for approximately 0.9T in the air gap. The second is the PM demagnetization characteristics for a slot current of 18kA. The proposed design uses an 8mm air gap on each side, and a total magnet thickness of 80mm. Considering 120mm for magnet widths, the total magnet mass for the shuttle computes to 1184kg.

4 The Proposed Structures

As already mentioned, the linear motor’s thrust ripple has a decisive role in its operation specially applied fluctuation to the shuttle which may cause to drastic damage to the launched weight. The force ripple of the linear synchronous motor is due to the cogging force which is practically resulted by the counteraction between the permanent magnets and slotted primary structure. Therefore, in this paper, some proposed structures to decline the PMLSM’s thrust ripple have been developed. In the proposed structures, the pole shoe configuration is used for primary core to achieve semi-closed primary structure shown in Fig. 5. The Semi-closed primary structure aims to reduce the reaction between the PMs and the stator core. In addition, the total thrust ripple of the motor can be cut down.

The impact of multiple pole shoe width (from 0 mm for open slot to 9mm for closed slot) on average thrust and thrust ripple have been studied by using sensitivity analysis with respect to adequate throwing force attainment and least attainable thrust ripple.

By implementing different structure of the PMs as a step shaped PM in secondary framework of the PMLSM, the air gap flux density distribution will be closer to the sinusoidal waveform and the interaction between the slotted structure of the primary and permanent magnets will be minimized. Increasing the number of PM’s steps makes the surface configuration of permanent magnets closer to the arc shape and also makes air gap flux density distribution so close to a sinusoidal waveform. Therefore, the second proposed structure which is called the arc-shaped PM is proposed in this analysis. Low cogging force of the arc-shaped structure prompts the total thrust ripple of the motor to diminish impressively and the motor control capability can be increased.

The curvature rate and the width of the arc-shaped permanent magnet are determined by the parameters of the arc radius ($R$) and the angle of the PM ($\alpha$) according to Fig. 6(a). In this structure, the thrust force and ripple of the simulated motor have been investigated for various range of the mentioned parameters and desired values of $R$ and $\alpha$ have been determined through sensitivity analysis to obtain the minimum thrust ripple.

Considering 40mm thickness of the permanent magnets, the single-sided arc shaped PMLSM with one pair of PM has been simulated for different values of the
parameters $R$ and $\alpha$. The width of the arc-shaped permanent magnets is specified by these parameters whose different quantities for various width ranges of the PM is presented in Table 2.

### Table 2 Parameters of R and alpha (symbol) for different width of arc-shaped permanent magnet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W_m$ (mm)</th>
<th>$R$ [mm]</th>
<th>$\alpha$ [degree]</th>
<th>$W_m$ (mm)</th>
<th>$R$ [mm]</th>
<th>$\alpha$ [degree]</th>
<th>$W_m$ (mm)</th>
<th>$R$ [mm]</th>
<th>$\alpha$ [degree]</th>
<th>$W_m$ (mm)</th>
<th>$R$ [mm]</th>
<th>$\alpha$ [degree]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>86.66</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>91.98</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>97.77</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>103.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>74.126</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>78.48</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>83.15</td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>65.056</td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>68.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>93</td>
<td>76.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>58.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>103</td>
<td>67.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>52.52</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>55.38</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>61.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>47.96</td>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>50.53</td>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>53.13</td>
<td></td>
<td>123</td>
<td>55.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5 Analytical Model

In order to establish analytical solutions for the magnetic field distribution in the foregoing PMLSM, the length of the motor and permeability of the iron core are considered infinite as well as the PMs have linear demagnetization characteristic and their permeability is considered equal to the permeability of the free space.

Considering arc shapes of the magnets, solving of Maxwell equations for calculating magnetic field becomes more complex. Therefore, the solution of the field is approximated by dividing the PM into some finite different sectors as shown in Fig. 6(b). Assuming more segments for each PM, the height of given segment can be precisely approximated by a constant length as a rectangular shape segment. Thus, the layer model can be used to solve the Maxwell equations in each magnetic segment for the prediction of the field distribution. Consequently, the magnetic field analysis in terms of the $i$-th magnetic segment is enclosed to two regions, the airspace/winding and PM regions. Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) show simplified model of the machine topology and the field regions of the $i$-th segments. Therefore, the governing field equations in terms of the magnetic vector potential for the $i$-th segment lead to Laplace and Poisson equations as follows [31, 32]:

\[
\nabla^2 A_i = 0 \quad \text{in layer I} \\
\n\nabla^2 A_i = -\mu_0 M_i \quad \text{in layer II}
\]

where $M_i$ is the magnetization vector of the $i$-th magnetic segment.
The width of the \( i \)-th segment \((W_m)\) is obtained for the calculation of the magnetic potential vector along \( y \) axis as follows

\[
W_m = 2R \sin \left( \frac{\alpha}{2} \right) \sin \left( \frac{\alpha}{2j} \right)
\]

where \( \gamma_i \) is a polar angle between the positive \( x \)-axis and an imaginary line dividing the \( \alpha \) angle into two halves, and is given by

\[
\gamma_i = \beta + (i - 0.5) \frac{\alpha}{j}
\]

The angles \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) displayed in Fig. 6(a) are expressed in terms of the following equation

\[
\alpha = 2 \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{W_m}{2R} \right)
\]

\[
\beta = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{W_m}{2R} \right)
\]

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are as follows

\[
H_{i1} \bigg|_{y = l_{m1}} = 0, \quad H_{i2} \bigg|_{y = l_{m1}} = 0
\]

\[
H_{i1} \bigg|_{y = 0} = H_{i2} \bigg|_{y = 0} = B_{i1} \bigg|_{y = 0} = B_{i2} \bigg|_{y = 0}
\]

where \( l_{m1} \) is the height of \( i \)-th segment, and \( l_{m1} \) is its effective air-gap length given by

\[
l_{m1} = l_m - R(1 - \sin(\gamma_i))
\]

\[
l_{c1} = R(1 - \sin(\gamma_i)) + g + \frac{t_i}{2}
\]

By solving (1), the normal components of the flux density produced by the \( i \)-th segment in the air gap are provided from the curl of \( A_i \) as follows

\[
B_{i1} (x, y) = \sum_{n=1,3,..} m_n \left[ a_{n1} \cosh(m_n y) + b_{n1} \sinh(m_n y) \right] \cos(m_n x)
\]

where \( m_n = n\pi / \tau \) and \( a_{n1}, b_{n1} \) are determined as

\[
a_{n1} = \left( e^{m_n l_{m1}} - e^{-m_n l_{m1}} \right) \left( e^{m_n l_{c1}} - e^{-m_n l_{c1}} \right) \]

\[
\times \left( \frac{2m_n}{P \mu_0} \sin \left( \frac{m_n \tau_{op}}{2} \right) \right)
\]

\[
b_{n1} = \frac{e^{m_n l_{m1}} - e^{-m_n l_{m1}}}{e^{m_n l_{c1}} + e^{-m_n l_{c1}}} \times a_{n1}
\]

The soft magnetic parts are assumed to be infinitely permeable and all materials behave linearly. Therefore, the resultant air-gap flux density is obtained in terms of \( y \) component by using the superposition theorem as

\[
B_y (x, y) = \sum_{i=1} B_{i1} \left[ x + R \cos(\gamma_i) y - R(1 - \sin(\gamma_i)) \right]
\]

The average thrust force exerted to the moving part is derived from winding current and fundamental component of flux density \( B_y \) interaction produced by poles which is given as follow

\[
F_{avg} = - \int J \times B_y dv
\]

Considering each coil of the primary winding which has been limited to \( x_1 = x - w_p/2, x_2 = x + w_p/2, y_1 = g, y_2 = g + l_m \), the thrust force applied to the secondary can be obtained from the following formula

\[
F_{i1} (x, y) = K_i \sin (m_n y)
\]

where \( L \) is motor width, \( p_f \) is coil packing factor and \( k_{a1} \) is winding factor of first harmonic. Therefore, the force \( F_{1ph} \) exerted to the secondary part from a phase winding is obtained using

\[
F_{1ph} (x, y) = T_i \sin \left( \frac{x - \tau_{op}}{2} \right)
\]

where \( P \) is the number of pole pairs and \( \tau_{op} \) is winding pitch. Considering a three phase linear motor, the average thrust force implemented to the \( i \)-th segment of the PMs is obtained from

\[
F_{3ph} = F_{1ph} (x, y) + F_{1ph} (x, y) + F_{1ph} (x, y)
\]

In terms of all segments of the PMs, total average thrust force is given by [31, 32]:

\[
F_{avg} = \sum_{i=1}^3 \frac{3}{2} T_i \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{\tau} x_0 + R \cos(\gamma_i) \right)
\]
6 Simulation Results

In this paper, a single-sided conventional PMLSM (open slot with rectangular shaped PMs) with one pair of the PMs in secondary structure has been simulated based on the parameters in Table 1. Fig. 7 demonstrates generated thrust force of this motor in terms of shuttle position from 100mm to 300mm.

The average thrust force of the simulated single-sided conventional PMLSM with a pair of PM poles is 63.34kN. The same value is yielded 1.26MN for the double-sided PMLSM with 20 number of the moving part poles. This amount of the thrust force can be adequate in electromagnetic launcher purpose.

The cogging force of the simulated conventional PMLSM [8] has been displayed in Fig. 8. It can be observed that the peak to peak value of the linear motor’s cogging force with open slot primary structure is 3.58kN whereas the total thrust ripple is remarkably declined by decrease of this value.

In the proposed semi-closed structure, whose flux density distribution and plotted mesh extended in Fig. 9, by utilizing pole shoe in the stator’s teeth, the PMLSM’s operation in electromagnetic launcher has been investigated in terms of thrust force and thrust force ripple profile. The appropriate pole shoe width has been obtained through sensitive analysis in order to provide sufficient thrust force and minimum thrust ripple along various amount of the parameter from 0mm (open slot structure) to 9mm. The results of the average thrust force for the single-sided proposed semi-closed PMLSM with two PMs and for different range of the pole shoe widths are indicated in Fig. 10 (a).

As shown in Fig. 10(b), for 5mm width of the pole shoe, the motor thrust ripple has its own minimum. Also, according to Fig. 10(a) the proposed semi-closed PMLSM would be able to meet the required thrust force of the electromagnetic launcher. Therefore, this value of
the pole shoe width is considered as the appropriate value of this parameter. After specifying the relevant amount of the pole shoe length, the cogging force of the conventional structure and proposed semi-closed (5mm width of the pole shoe) PMLSM are compared in Fig. 11.

According to Fig. 11, the peak to peak value of the proposed semi-closed PMLSM's cogging force are 1.33kN, whereas this values for conventional structure with open slot structure of the primary is 3.58kN. In this case, the total motor thrust ripple considering 110mm width of permanent magnets reduces from 12.9% for conventional structure to 8.58% for the proposed semi-closed structure. Therefore, the results exhibit that the thrust ripple value of the semi-closed structure is obviously lower.

It is expected that if rectangular PM is replaced with arc-shaped PM in secondary frame of the conventional PMLSM, the cogging force will be mitigated. Comparison between three different kinds of PMLS including conventional PMLSM, proposed semi-closed PMLSM with rectangular PMs and proposed arc-shaped PMLSM with semi-closed slots have been carried out as shown in Fig. 12. It is obvious that the cogging force peak to peak value of the proposed arc-shaped PMLSM is 0.417kN and it is lower than that of the proposed semi-closed and conventional type respectively. In addition, cogging force of the arc-shaped PM's structure has the lowest average force among the others.

The average thrust force of the proposed arc-shaped PMLSM is indicated in terms of different radius \(R\) of the secondary poles as in Fig. 13(a). As shown, the average thrust of the motor for 110mm width of the magnet \(w_m=110\text{mm}\) has the highest value than the other width of the permanent magnets. Now, the desired values of \(R, \alpha\) and \(w_m\) can be determined by implementing sensitivity analysis to achieve minimum ripple and maximum average thrust force.

Fig. 13(b) shows the thrust ripple profile of the proposed arc-shaped PMLSM in terms of the parameter \(R\) and for different \(w_m\) values of the PM. The results exhibit that the proposed arc shaped structure with permanent magnet width of 110mm has lower thrust ripple than the others. Minimum thrust ripple of this motor takes place in \(R=93\text{mm}\) and \(\alpha=72.5^\circ\) with a 110mm width of PM, whose thrust force profile has been represented in Fig. 14. As a result, the ripple of 4.17% is achieved for proposed arc-shaped structure whereas the same value for the conventional PMLSM is 9.72%.

In electromagnetic launchers, since the thrust ripple in the steady state operation mode is very important in terms of the applied tension to the shuttle body and motor controllability enhancement. Therefore, the proposed arc shaped construction will be able to reduce the thrust ripple of the motor by 57.1% on the mode in comparison with the conventional PMLSM. The produced thrust forces of the conventional, proposed semi-closed and arc-shaped PMLSM are compared in Fig. 15.

According to Fig. 15 and Table 3, it can be realized...
that the proposed arc-shaped PMLSM structures have lower thrust ripple than the conventional one with rectangular PMs. This improves the motor performance as well as increases its controllability. It is also observed that the proposed arc-shaped PMLSM has minimum thrust ripple values in both total and steady state operation mode. Although the total thrust force of the proposed arc-shaped structure is lower than the conventional type, this structure can be applied to PMLSMs just by small increase in lateral length of the motor up to 6.38%.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, a new design of PMLSM is introduced and its characteristics have been verified using the finite element method. Thrust force and thrust ripple profiles have been examined in order to supply adequate thrust value for launching purpose as well as minimum ripple amount of the linear motor thrust. Different structures have been proposed to oblige air gap flux density distribution closed to a sinusoidal waveform reducing interaction between slotted primary and permanent magnets including arc-shaped PMs and pole shoe implementation to the stator’s teeth. As a result, considering the lowest thrust ripple, the optimal design of the motor has been achieved in order to enhance the capability of motor control and obtain minimum fluctuation to launched item’s frame in electromagnetic launching system. The simulation results exhibit a better performance of the proposed design.
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